
TATA TRUSTS
CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
FOR SPORTS

Burzis Taraporevala

Tata Trusts Centre of Excellence for Sports (CoE) was 
officially launched on the 13th of April 2018 in Aizawl, 
Mizoram, with Centre for Microfinance and Livelihood 
(CML) as the main implementation partner, and in 
collaboration with Mizoram Government, Mizoram 
Football Association (MFA), Mizoram Armed Police 
(MAP), Aizawl Diocesan Education Society (ADES) and 
the North East Initiative Development Agency (NEIDA). 
The launch event was attended by Mr. Lal Thanhawla, 
Honourable Chief Minister of Mizoram, Mr. Burzis S. 
Taraporevala, CFO and Secretary, Tata Trusts, Mr. 
Biswanath Sinha, Zonal Head, East and North East, Tata 
Trusts, Mr. Lal Thanzara, President, Mizoram Football 
Association, Mr.  Balaji Srivastava, IPS, Director General 
of Police, Mizoram and Father Santiago Savari,

Mizoram is the new nursery of budding talent of sports in general, 
and football in particular. My best wishes go out to everyone so that 
we can achieve higher echelons for budding footballing talent across 
the North East.

Secretary ADES, among other dignitaries. Footballing 
stars of Mizoram like Jeje Lalpekhlua, Jerry Lalrinzuala, 
Lalruatthara, Shylo Malsawmtluanga and Robert
Lalthlamuana also turned up to inspire the youngsters.

The CoE will strive for holistic development of the 25 
selected boys, between the ages of 12 to 14 years, 
combining quality education and social responsibility
with top notch football training. In addition, the Centre 
will give equal importance to personality development, 
communication and IT skills. The squad will primarily 
use the Rajiv Gandhi Stadium as their practice ground, 
and have access to a full-sized practice pitch adjacent to 
the CoE building. To complement the intensive training, 
the squad will be provided with state-of-the-art recovery 
facilities and a fully equipped physiotherapy room. The 
boys will be groomed under the tutelage of the highly 
experienced Colm Toal, who will be assisted by Bitan 
Singh and Lalchuanawma.

CFO and Secretary, Tata Trusts

Biswanath Sinha

Tata Trusts Centre of Excellence for Sports aims to develop and 
nurture the sporting, educational and personality traits of some of 
the most promising footballing talents from the region, by providing 
them with the best possible coaching, infrastructure and facilities, 
and a sustainable progression structure through disciplined training 
and competitive participation.

Zonal Head, East and North East, Tata Trusts

Tata Trusts Centre of Excellence squad and staff members at the Rajiv Gandhi Stadium, Aizawl
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Colm has forty years of coaching experience in professional football leagues having 
worked extensively in North America, Europe, Middle East and Asia. A former Wimbledon 
FC player, Colm started coaching from 1980 and holds a UEFA A Licence. He was 
Assistant Head Coach of the 2001 Danish Superliga winning FC Copenhagen team 
and his latest stint has been as a Consultant for Shanghai Football Academy. Colm is 
a former Technical Director of the AIFF and was also the Head Coach of the U-16 and 
U-19 Indian National Teams between 2007 and 2014. As the man credited with the 
development of stars like Jeje and Gurpreet, he looks forward to playing a key role in 
nurturing the next generation of potential stars. 

Colm Toal
Head Coach

Bitan formerly featured for Churchill Brothers S.C. as a player before moving into 
coaching. An AFC B Licence coach, he went on to serve as Assistant Coach for the AIFF 
U-14, U-16 and U-19 teams at several international competitions and also led the 
Indian U-16 National Team to a runners up spot at the 3rd SAFF U-16 Championship 
in Bangladesh in 2015. Bitan was in the dugout as the Head Coach for the AIFF U-17 
World Cup Academy B Team and his most recent achievement saw him lead the 
Minerva Punjab U-16 team to become champions of the U-16 I-League in 2017. His 
undeniable encyclopedic knowledge of youth level football in India makes him the 
prime candidate to guide the CoE boys as a mentor.

Bitan Singh
Senior Assistant Coach

Lalchhuanawma, or as he’s more popularly known - L.ch.a (Elcho), is a former East 
Bengal and Mohammedan Sporting player and an AFC C Licence coach. In 2013, he 
was the Assistant Coach of the Mizoram team at the Santosh Trophy and in 2016 he 
led the Mizoram team to the final of the National Junior Championships.  L.ch.a’s 
association with Tata Trusts started with the U-Dream project in 2017 and as a local 
lad from Mizoram who has been there, done that, he can inspire the youngsters at 
the centre to strive for greater heights.

Main entrance of Tata Trusts Centre of Excellence for Sports building in Aizawl, Mizoram

Lalchhuanawma
Assistant Coach

THE COACHING STAFF
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BOXING
MANIPUR

Tata Trusts has pledged its support to a development 
project designed by the Mary Kom Regional Boxing Foundation, 
named after and run by the 2018 Commonwealth Games 
Gold medal winner, and former five-times World Champion 
and Olympic Bronze medalist. The project will, over a 
five-year period, work towards developing the skills and 
talent of 15 carefully selected boxers through a structured 

and result-oriented training schedule. The boxers, 
who are in the age group of 10-16 years, will be part 
of the residential program run by the academy and 
benefit from a full scholarship and training in sports, 
academics and life skills. Six of the chosen 15 are girls 
and many of them have already made their mark at 
district- and state-level competitions.

There's the whistle. See you next month!

FOOTBALL
MANIPUR
The CML-Tata Trusts Grassroots Program expanded its 
outreach in Manipur by launching 4 new centres in the 1st 
week of April, increasing the number of existing centres to 
14, with another 21 centres due to be opened by the first 
week of May. Out of the 4 centres launched, two are from 
the Hill Districts of Ukhrul and Tamenglong. The newly 
launched Centres are Direct Implementation Centres, 
established in collaboration with the clubs or academies, 
and will regularly train children between the ages of 6 yrs 
to 14 yrs, with a minimum of 20% girl participation in each 
centre. Each centre will have 2 trainers who have been put 
through a Training of Trainers (ToT) course and there will 
be refresher courses every 6 months to update and 
enhance their learning. 

Mr. Biswanath Sinha – Zonal Head East & North East, 
Tata Trusts, attended the launch of each centre, and 
was joined by Mr. Mukul Choudhari & Mr. Ravi 
Radhakrishnan of Tata Football Academy for the 
launches at Pungdongbam Youth Physical Club and 
Patkai Christian Academy Centre at Ukhrul. The 
launch at Ukhrul was also graced by Shri Ram Muivah 
(IAS), Secretary, North Eastern Council (NEC). Former 
Indian National Team footballer Somotai Shaiza 
turned up to witness the launch of the centre at Youth 
Organization Sporting Club (YOSC), Khurai – a club 
where he started his own footballing journey. YOSC 
also takes the credit for producing the likes of Boris 
Thangjam and Shahjahan who were part of the U-17 
World Cup Squad of India. 

2012 Olympic Games Bronze medalist Mary Kom training young boxers at her Boxing Foundation in Manipur

Launch of Grassroots Football Centre of Ukhrul FC at Ukhrul district of Manipur
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